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The success of a family meal de-
pends on the advance planning done
by the homemaker.

Plan Meals
Around Frozen Foods

Meals planned around wise and gener-
ous use of todays plentiful frozen foods
are indeed meals which are quick, easy,
colorful, nutritious and flavorful. As re-
search continues in the field of frozen
foods we are learning new things about
skills, techniques, and nutrition of most
of our common frozen foods. Today we
can freeze many foods at home, as well
as having an unlimited selection of com-
mercially frozen food available in our
local markets.

Meal by meal throughout the day, and
between meals at snack or refreshment
time, frozen foods play prominent roles.
In some instances an entire meal may be
from the freezer; in other cases the frozen
food can be complimented by the use of
canned, dried, or seasonal fresh foods. But
at no time of the year do we have to
plan meals around seasonal foods—frozen
foods know no season.

The actual planning of meals around
the use of quick-frozen foods begins with
meeting the standards of good meal plan-
ning: variety in flavor, texture, shape, plus
provision for adequate nutrition for each
family member's individual needs. Frozen
foods, prepared properly, make generous
contributions to all these factors.

Frozen foods fit well into breakfast
meal plans, particularly fruits, breads,
and main dishes. The menu may include
frozen concentrated fruit juice—orange,
grapefruit, pineapple, or pineapple-grape-
fruit, pineapple-orange blend—reconsti-
tuted in a matter of minutes. Or the fruit
may be frozen berries, peaches, mixed
fruit, or melon balls, thawed overnight on
the refrigerator shelf to be served icy cold.
As a change, the meal may be planned
to start with the fruit juice and end with
the fruit, for a dessert such as this at
breakfast, is rapidly increasing in popu-
larity.

For the breakfast main dish there may
be frozen pancakes, waffles, or French
toast to be quickly re-heated in the toast-
er, or the pancakes may be baked "to
order" from frozen batter. If the break-
fast is planned as a brunch, the main
dish might be frozen minute steak or fish
or chops. And the breakfast or brunch
bread could be frozen brown-and-serve
rolls, frozen bread (thawed as it toasts)
or fresh-made bread or rolls prepared
from frozen dough.

Lunch or supper may be planned as
simple soup, salad, and dessert, or as a
heartier meal, and with quick-frozen foods
important in either one. The soup may
be a frozen one. The salad may be made
with well-chilled, cooked, frozen vege-
tables or with thawed, frozen fruits. The
main dish of choice may be frozen baked
beans, fish, macaroni and cheese, or meat
loaf. The dessert may be frozen apple
dumpings, fruits with sour cream and
brown sugar, or freshly baked frozen pie.

The dinner plan may be based on the
use of frozen chicken, turkey, steaks or
chops; fish steaks or fillets; or a roast of
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beef. Vegetables according to choice, or a
prepared vegetable dish such as spinach
souffle may be the main dish accompani-
ments. Reconstituted fruit juice served
before dinner may be accompanied by
thawed prepared canapes for a party meal.

Meal planning for the use of today's
frozen foods, then, means simply this:
that quick-frozen foods belong in well-
planned meals because they make gener-
ous contribution to meeting the standards
for good meal planning. The wise home-
maker is alert to the convenience, interest,
and adventure with foods which are poss-
ible with frozen foods. And the most
successful use of home-frozen or mar-
ket-available quick-frozen foods demands
constant awareness of basic information
about the character of the food in the
package.

Make a Plan and Go By It

Just as you make plans for the use of
the family's money so that you will get
the most for what you spend, a little
planning for the use of the freezer will
give much more satisfaction than a hap-
hazard storage of whatever comes to
hand. Before you start any major freez-
ing project—take time to figure just how
much you need, and how the freezer
space you have can best meet that need.
After the plan is made, remember that
it takes no more time to buy frozen food
for a month than for a week. Then too,
as the plan is made, we all know that
it is certainly easier and quicker to pre-
pare and freeze enough food for several
meals all at one time.

Freeze Enough!

Baked goods and "made" dishes, such
as soups, casseroles, and baked beans,
should be frozen in the quantities that
are convenient to prepare at one time.
Only when you get an exceptionally good
buy on something that you use frequently
should you ever consider loading your

A typical all-American meal is beef
pot roast served with browned car-
rots, buttered noodles, a tossed vege-
table salad and apple pie with cheese.
All of these, except the salad, are from
the freezer.

freezer to capacity. We should always
have room for three or four more pack-
ages to conserve food from the kitchen
or table.

If you entertain often, you may like
to freeze some large packages of foods.
But it is much better, as a usual thing,
to freeze in the quantities that can be
used for a single family-size meal. In
addition, smaller packages freeze more
quickly, which means that they will have
better quality when they are thawed.
They thaw more quickly, too, so they
will be ready to use in less time than
frozen larger quantities.

The best is none too good for freez-
ing. Although freezing will keep food
good, it cannot make it any better than
it was originally. Too often, we have a
tendency to freeze food that has been
served at one or two meals before we
actually freeze it. This procedure will
always give a poor frozen product. The
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prepared food should be frozen as soon
as it has cooled sufficiently.

Your Freezer Can Help
With Everyday Meals

Meals planned around a freezer are
particularly helpful if:

• You work outside your home and
have little time to prepare food at meal
time.

• You have a heavy work load at meal
time and wish to lighten it.

• You have youngsters you wish to
train in meal planning and preparation.

• You like to do cooperative cooking.

• You prepare meals for only one,
two, or three persons.

• You are handicapped but able to do
your own work if you can take your
time.

• You have an illness in the family
that will require most of your time.

Beef stew, properly prepared and
frozen earlier, can be a life saver on a
busy day.

• You have unexpected guests drop
in at mealtime.

• You need to be away from home at
mealtime.

• You have a large group of people
to feed at certain times during the year.

• You have special occasions when
you need to be with the guest.

• You have extra quantities of food
that cannot be used at the present time.

Practice Chain Cooking

Chain cooking means preparing more
food than will be needed at one time
with the intention of using the surplus
later. If you own a freezer, you can pre-
pare multiples of your favorite recipes
and freeze them for use any time within
four to six weeks.

Chain cooking uses these advantages:

• Time pressures tend to be less since
all foods need not be ready to serve at
once nor meal service dovetailed with
preparation for the freezer.

• There is time to make complicated,
new, or time-consuming dishes.

• A bargain food purchased in quan-
tity may be made immediately into sev-
eral different dishes.

• By-products of one recipe may be
used in another. For example, extra broth
and meat may be frozen in other dishes.

• Whole meals may be prepared to
advantage.

• Cooperative work may be effectively
organized.

When choosing what you will prepare
for the freezer, plan to:

• Experiment by freezing single reci-
pes before doubling them, and doubling
recipes before quadrupling them. The
quality of some foods changes when the
recipe is multiplied. Also, quadrupling
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gets you into quantity cooking for which
your equipment may not be suitable.

• Freeze only products which will
actually save time later. It usually does
not help to freeze foods which have as
their chief ingredients canned goods or
mixes.

• Freeze foods in a form which will
require a minimum of further work. For
example, remove cooked chicken from
the bones to use for casseroles or salads;
shape whipped cream into individual
swirls on a cookie sheet, freeze un-
covered, then slid into polyethylene bags
for storing.

• Have variety as well as quantity and
quality. In general, two to three family-
sized portions of any item are enough to
keep in the freezer. Some exceptions are
yeast breads, soups, stews, pastry, chili,
chicken, Swiss steak, meat sauces, meat
balls and meat loaves. These foods have
long cooking periods, may be served fre-
quently, and are easy to prepare in quan-
tity. Their quality is not affected by large
recipe variations, and they store well in
any container which can be sealed air-
tight.

• Limit the variety of recipes made at
one time. It may easier to prepare casse-
roles and desserts on different days. Select
recipes requiring the same utensils and
supplies for any one cooking period.

• Avoid waiting for things to cook.
Choose some foods which can be cooked
on surface burners while others are
baking.

Give special attention to some pro-
ducts.

Mashed potatoes, macaroni, rice, nood-
les, and biscuits tend to become pasty
when frozen with sauces or other moist
foods. Some suggestions for minimizing
these and other undesirable changes are:

• Use egg noodles when noodles are
called for.

• Use as little fat as possible. It tends
to rise to the surface and does not blend
in when reheated.

• Ground round or chuck is a better
choice than hamburger for freezing.

• Package casseroles in shallow con-
tainers. Containers three inches or less
in depth allow the food to freeze and
thaw rapidly.

Package Foods
For the Freezer

Why Package Foods?

The cold air in your freezer will dry
out frozen foods that are not protected
by moisture-vapor resistant materials.
Poorly packaged foods also lose flavor,
color and food value. Freezer packaging
materials should:

• Be moisture-vapor proof to prevent
drying out of foods.

Foods properly packaged and stored
in the freezer will give your family
nutritious meals in the future.
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• Be odor free.

• Stand up under freezing temperature
and a reasonable amount of handling
without breaking, tearing or puncturing.

• Cover food closely and tightly to
avoid rancidity and darkening that result
from exposure to air.

• Be of a size that best fits the needs
of your family.

• Pack into freezer compactly. Square
or rectangular containers or packages are
more economical of space than round or
irregular-shaped ones.

• Be reasonable in cost. It's wise to
buy quality freezer wraps; re-usable con-
tainers cost more than paper containers
but may prove economical in the end.

Use These Types of
Freezer Packaging Materials

PLIOFILM is a transparent plastic film.
To make pliofilm form-fitting, dip pack-
age quickly (all but the top) in hot
water and twist the top to close it, then
tie with string or a rubber band. Because
it breaks easily, pliofilm needs an outer
wrap. Foods cannot be reheated in it.

POLYETHYLENE is also a plastic
film. It is available in sheets of varying
widths and as shaped bags of various
sizes. Although it is stronger than plio-
film, rough handling and sharp bones may
puncture it. It should be taped or tied.
Do not reheat foods in it.

ALUMINUM FOIL gives excellent
protection if properly handled. It is well
adapted for wrapping foods which will
need reheating in package, as well as
irregular shaped packages. Be sure to use
heavy duty aluminum foil for freezer
wrap. Foil used for packaging may often
be re-used in cooking or storing food.

LAMINATED WRAPS are those
which are made of two or more layers
of materials held together by a binding
compound. These wraps are pliable and
give good protection.

COLLAPSIBLE WAXED CARTONS
for use with plastic and laminated liners
are available in many sizes. The plastic
bags can be re-used if they are washed
and carefully dried after frozen foods are
removed from them. They should be
checked for leaks before you re-use them.
Waxed outer cartons may be re-used.

Today we have a great
variety of freezer papers.
Be sure to select the cor-
rect paper to do the best
job.

Here are (left to right)
plasticized freezer wrap-
ping paper, cellophane-
treated paper, clear plastic
wraps, pliofilm bags, alu-
minum foil, treated freezer
p a p e r , packaging tape,
marking pencil, and paper
bags.



Rigid freezer containers
have a variety of uses in
storing food in the home
freezer. Note (left to right)
the foil-lined box, paper
boxes, liner bags, glass
jars, clear plastic boxes and
jars, paper cartons, plastic
boxes, and treated paper
boxes.

GLASS AND PLASTIC CONTAIN-
ERS are ideal for liquids and semi-liq-
uids. They are completely moisture-vapor
proof, easy to fill and easy to clean. The
original investment for special freezer
containers of glass or plastic is high; but
if properly cared for, they are long lasting.

To avoid breaking in freezer—leave
ample head space when you fill the con-
tainer and handle carefully while frozen.

Rectangular plastic containers take less
freezer space than round ones; and less
than heavy glass. Glass freezer jars are
better for some foods (such as soups,
creamed dishes, and frozen salads) than
other containers. However, many types
of jars are available to homemakers with-
out cost. To some homemakers economy
of commercial freezer jars that some food
products are sold in may outweigh the
fact that they are wasteful of freezer
space.

RIGID GLAZED PAPER CARTONS
AND TUBS are available in a variety of
shapes and sizes. Some have rigid plastic
lids. These are liquid tight and are suit-
able for freezing cooked foods. Hot food
should never be placed in these contain-
ers, as it will melt their wax coating.
They are rather expensive and re-use is
not recommended.

METAL CONTAINERS. Shallow
leak-proof aluminum containers are well
adapted for freezing, storage and reheat-
ing. Enameled tin cans also are satisfac-

tory. Special tops can be purchased for
use on tin cans.

OVEN WARE. Regular oven glass-
ware, enamel ware, aluminum pie pans,
pryoceram or special freezer paper plates
with a metal rim are suitable for freezing
pies. Those with covers should be sealed
with freezer tape. Those without covers
may be placed in plastic bags or over-
wrapped with moisture-vapor proof paper.

Some ovenware is guaranteed to with-
stand the quick temperature change that
results from taking food from freezer
and placing it directly into the oven. This
type ovenware is convenient to use for
freezing and reheating casseroles and
pies. However, caution should be taken
so you will not have all your baking
dishes and casseroles in the freezer.

LABELING MATERIALS: Special
waxed pencils like butchers use can be
used for writing directly on cans. Sharp-
ened waxed crayons make easy-to-read
waterproof labels to use on wax surfaces
or freezer tape. Any labeling method that
is waterproof and easy to read will serve
your purpose. The important thing is to
know what is in each package, the type
of pack, the number of servings, and the
date.

Try These Packaging Techniques

The way you package and wrap your
foods can spell economy or waste of your
freezer space. Wrap the packages care-
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Freezer tape or string will hold the wrapper in place during the storage
period.

• fully to exclude as much air as possible,
and then seal them tightly. Freezer tape
or string serves effectively to hold the
wrapper in place during the storage
period.

To make drugstore wrap, place the food
in the center of a piece of wrapping ma-
terial large enough to make 2 or 3 folds
down when wrapping. (See below.)

1. Draw the two opposite sides of the
material together above the food.

2. Fold down two or more times in
one-inch folds until the wrapping is tight
around the food.

3. Press out the air and make pointed
flaps, folding them under two or more
times, and creasing them flat each time.

4. Secure the folded ends to package
with locker tape or string. If you use plio-
film, heat-seal and overwrap with stockin-
ette to protect the package from punct-
ures and also help mold it to food. Alum-
inum foil can be tightly sealed by triple
folding the edges together.

To seal in plastic bags, (1) . Place ob-
ject in bag, press as much air as possible
out of bag. (2) . Twist top together and
secure with string, fabric covered wire
or rubber band. (Rubber bands that come

Drugstore Wrap
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with plastic bags are made to hold up
in freezing. Some rubber bands break
when frozen.)

Here Are Thawing Tips

Most precooked frozen foods can be
reheated either in the oven or on top
of the range. Reheating in the oven takes
little of the cook's attention and usually
keeps the texture of the food better. Re-
heating on top of the range in a double
boiler or heavy saucepan is faster than
in the oven, but requires more skill in
heating the food.

When using a double boiler, start with
warm, not hot, water in the lower pan
so the thawing food won't stick. When
reheating in a heavy pan, 3 or 4 table-
spoons of water added at beginning of
cooking helps prevent sticking.

Reheating over direct heat requires
considerable attention, for the food must
be stirred often. The stirring may result
in less desirable texture.

If heating several blocks of frozen food,
don't stack them—use a wider pan.

Generally it is better to reheat frozen
cooked main dishes without thawing.
However, to transfer the food to another
container for reheating or to remove
cellophane between layers, you will need
to partially thaw the food. Do this by
placing the wrapped package in luke-
warm water for a few minutes or by
placing it in front of a fan.

Meat sauces frozen in fruit jars or
relish jars must be partially thawed be-
fore they can be removed from the jars.
Thawing can be speeded by setting jars
in warm water.

Only ovenproof containers can safely
be taken from the freezer and put directly
into a hot oven for reheating.

If you thaw food completely before
reheating, it is usually best to thaw in
the refrigerator. Thawing at room tem-
perature may cause dangerous spoilage
if it takes more than 3 or 4 hours. Once
food is thawed, use it immediately.

Inexpensive small equipment can be
used for better management of the
freezer.

Tips On Using Small Equipment
With the Home Freezer

The popularity of freezing foods today
for family meals vs. canning foods is in
the difference in the amount of equip-
ment needed. Some of the small tools can
help you manage your freezer and the
food in it more efficiently. These are:

1. A frozen food saw to cut blocks of
frozen food to the desired portion needed.

2. Plastic scraper is used to remove
frost from the walls of the freezer. The
thicker the frost is on the walls, the
more insulation the freezer has as far as
dispensing coldness to the foods.

Freeze food in foil lined container
and then store foil-covered food in the
freezer. When ready to use food, re-
heat in the original container.
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3. Frozen food knife is used to saw
the food to the desired size, separate
pieces of food, and to assist in removing
packaging material from the freezer.

4. Long handled tongs can be used to
reach fod that is difficult to reach in
either an upright or chest freezer.

5. An accurate freezer thermometer
will give you the temperature of your
freezer at all times. This should be kept
in the freezer and checked at intervals.

There is no need to store food in your
freezer in your favorite casserole, baking
dish, or any other needed utensil. The
dish or pan can be lined with foil. The
food is then placed in the foil-lined con-
tainer and covered. After the product has
been in the freezer 24 hours, remove the
foil-lined food from the container and
wrap in a freezer wrap. This releases the
container to be used in the kitchen.

When you are ready to use the food,
replace the frozen food (with the ori-
ginal foil liner) in the container it was
frozen in. It can be heated and served
in this manner with a great deal of ease.

How To Buy And Use
Quick-Frozen Foods

Building meals around ready-to-use
frozen foods means a saving of food or
time—a saving which the homemaker
values highly. A U.S.D.A. study showed
that three daily meals for a family of four
could be prepared in 3.1 hours when
partially prepared foods, such as frozen
vegetables, fruits, juices, meats and the
like were used. When the meals were
planned so as to use ready-to-serve food
items as much as possible, the prepara-
tion time for three meals was 1.6 hours,
or 71 percent less than the 5.5 hours re-
quired to prepare the same meals from

Building meals around ready-to-use
frozen foods means a saving of food
or time.

foods which needed complete prepara-
tion in the kitchen. For the homemaker
to decide is the question of the value of
the time saved in relation to the added
cost of ready-to-use foods. Paying for
convenience—saving time—has long been
the American way.

How to Buy

Frozen foods are fresh foods in season
at any time of the year. They are pre-
pared for use, solidly frozen, and pack-
aged in handy packages which are easy
to store in the freezer or in the frozen
foods storage compartment of the re-
frigerator. Each carton label bears such
information about the food in the pack-
age as the weight of the contents, number
of servings, and cooking directions, and
or directions for preparation for service.

Proper Storage is Important

The keeping quality of frozen foods
is dependent on proper storage. In transit,
in the warehouse, in the grocery store,
and for long-term storage in the home,
the minimum storage temperature for
frozen foods should never be over 0°F.
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Once they have thawed throughout,
frozen foods should not be refrozen, for
there is usually loss of quality when this
is done and spoilage is hastened because
of possible broken cell structure. On the
other hand, surface thawing occasioned
during transportation of the frozen food
from the grocery store will do no harm
if the package is immediately stored at
coldest freezing temperature to become
completely frozen again.

The homemaker, however, should take
every precaution to prevent excessive
thawing of the food between market and
home. When she buys a package of
frozen food she should be sure it is solid-
ly frozen, not beginning to soften. The
product should be transferred from mar-
ket to home in an insulated bag.

Great care is taken to package frozen
foods in moisture-vapor proof wraps in
order that the quality of the food and
its nutritive value be retained. Such pack-
aging prevents loss of moisture, color,
flavor, texture, and vitamins. Thus, the
package should be kept intact until ready
to use.

Food Value is High

The nutritional quality of quick-frozen
foods is high—often higher than that of
market-fresh foods that have been held
for several days. In addition to the pre-
servation of vitamin value by the speed
of freezing, quick-frozen foods are pro-
cessed immediately upon reaching the
proper state of maturity or ripeness and
are not subjected to the time lapse from
grower to market to homemaker which
is true of many market-fresh foods.

With the exception of bone in meat,
fish, and poultry the food contents of a
package of frozen food are entirely edible.
The waste necessitated by the preparation
of fresh foods is thereby eliminated, and
this helps to compensate for the cost of
the frozen food as compared with the
equivalent fresh product. For instance, a
12-ounce package of frozen peas contains

the equivalent of the yield from 2^2
pounds of fresh peas. At certain times
of the year it is less expensive to buy
the frozen product than the equivalent
fresh food. The wise buyer considers
cost comparisons, serving yield per unit
purchased, convenience, timesaving, and
availability of the desired food in the
market when choosing and buying foods.

Follow These Pointers on the
Use of Quick-Frozen Foods

Do keep frozen foods solidly frozen
until ready for use.

Do not refreeze thawed foods (except
bread). Use them immediately.

Do not thaw frozen vegetables before
cooking, with the exception of greens
and corn-on-the-cob. Cooking in the froz-
en state is the best method except for
greens which should be partly thawed
to permit steam to reach all portions
equally for uniform cooking. Corn-on-
the-cob should be thawed completely be-
fore cooking. Otherwise, the corn cooks
before the cob thaws, and if the cob is
still frozen, of course the corn will not
stay hot. Other completely thawed vege-
tables change in flavor, soften in texture,
and shrink greatly when cooked.

Do follow package directions for thaw-
ing and cooking frozen foods insofar as
practical.

Do use correctly sized saucepan—
covered—for cooking frozen vegetables.
When cooking two packages use a wide
enough pan for the blocks of vegetables
to be placed side by side, not atop one
another. A wide, covered skillet is better
for this purpose than a deep kettle of
smaller diameter.

Do not use too much cooking water
for vegetables. Use the small amount
specified on the package, and cook in a
covered saucepan on medium heat.

Do separate the frozen block of vege-
tables with a fork as they come to a boil
and begin to thaw. This makes for more
even cooking throughout.
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What About Hazards of Power Failure?

Power failure due to mechanical fail-
ure of the freezer, or a break in the
current from the service company because
of trouble or a storm, are not nearly the
hazard one would think offhand.

Because of the thick insulation on a
home freezer, foods do not thaw out
quickly, especially if the freezer is packed
solidly full of frozen foods. However, if
the freezer contains only a few packages
of food, there will be relatively little
"hold-over" of refrigeration and pack-
ages are likely to thaw quickly.

During power failure, do not open
doors or lids any more than is absolutely
necessary. Should the trouble last longer
than from two to three days, a quantity
of Dry Ice placed inside the cabinet right
on top of the food will keep it at a low
temperature.

Most home freezers are well built and
give good service. But it is wise to make
frequent checks on the freezer thermo-
meter to be sure the appliance is in good
working order. Note excessive or noisy
running of the motor, or no running at
all; then call a service man immediately.
No one can guard against accidents such
as an occasional bolt of lightning hitting
the transformer or an unusual storm that
brings down lines and also ties up trans-
portation. Most often, however, food
thaws because the freezer stops operating
when families are away from home when
the trouble starts, or they neglect to
check on a freezer in the basement.

Main Dishes
Combination dishes and soups require

long cooking periods, therefore you can
save a great deal of time by cooking in
large quantities and storing in meal size
portions for later use. Use recipes es-
pecially prepared for freezing or use your

Main-dish casseroles may be frozen
and then attractively garnished just
before reheating and serving.

own favorites with changes to adapt them
for freezing. You may save yourself dis-
appointment in your cooked foods if you
read over the following list of precau-
tions before you cook main dishes for
your freezer.

Use only high quality ingredients.
Do not overcook. If completely cooked

before freezing, foods such as vegetables
and macaroni are likely to be soft when
reheated. They may also have a warmed-
over taste.

Crumb or cheese toppings are best
added just before the food is reheated
for serving.

Pastry crusts, frozen unbaked, are more
tender and flaky and have a fresher flavor
than those frozen after baking.

Hard cooked egg whites should be
added to combination main dishes after
they are thawed. Egg whites become
tough during freezing.

Flavor of cloves, garlic, green peppers,
pimiento and celery increase in strength
during freezer storage. Onions gradually
lose flavor. Adjust your recipes to take
care of these changes.
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Fat has a tendency to separate in
gravies and sauces but can usually be re-
combined during heating.

Turkey fat becomes rancid more quick-
ly than chicken fat. If you have hen broth
on hand, it is a good idea to use it to
replace turkey broth in making turkey
dishes for the freezer.

Cooked sliced or chopped meats keep
best quality if covered with sauce or
broth to prevent drying out.

Fried foods become rancid more quick-
ly than roasted and stewed foods—there-
fore they should be kept for a very short
time. They also have a "warmed-over"
flavor.

Left-over roasted meats such as pork,
beef, ham, poultry and Swiss steak keep
best if covered with broth or gravy. Large
pieces of roast may be wrapped closely
and frozen without gravy.

MSG (monosodium glutomate, sold
under various trade names) may be add-
ed to combination main dishes during
cooking to enhance flavor of various pre-
cooked meats and vegetables.

Frozen potatoes may not be the same
quality as fresh cooked potatoes, but they
are acceptable if (1) you do not over-
cook them and (2) you do not store
them more than three months.

Curry may become off-flavored when
used in foods stored over four months.

Cream cheese becomes crumbly in
freezer storage. This may or may not be
objectionable, depending on use. Cheddar
cheese also becomes crumbly when frozen
as purchased, but Cheddar cheese spreads
(such as pimiento cheese) keep good
quality in freezing. If you have reason
to freeze blocks of cheese, cut into small
blocks (V2 lb. or less). This results in
quicker freezing and less crumbly texture.

Every homemaker has some favorite
main dish recipes that are acceptable to
her family and home situation. Using
some of the cautions listed above will
help her in preparing these dishes for
the freezer.

Many homes in Arizona have access to
"cull hens" at a very reasonable price
and realize a savings on the grocery bud-
get by freezing the meat from these hens
in a variety of ways. One of the most
popular is Chicken A La King, given
below.

CHICKEN A LA KING—
16 portions, 34 cup each

Vi cup chicken fat, butter or margar-
ine

6 tbsps. chopped green pepper
3 cups canned mushrooms

34 cup sihed all-purpose flour
2 tsps. salt
3 cups chicken broth
3 cups milk
6 tbsps. finely cut pimiento
3 pints diced cooked chicken

Melt the fat and cook green pepper
and mushrooms in it about 5 minutes.
Blend in the flour and salt, then add
broth and milk. Cook until thickened,
stirring constantly. Add pimiento and
chicken. Blend well.

To Serve Immediately: heat the mixture
thoroughly and serve on biscuits, hot
buttered toast, or in timbales.

To Freeze: Cool the food quickly. Pack
in freezer containers, leaving head space.
(Pint containers are preferable to larger
ones because large blocks of chicken a la
king are difficult to thaw.) Seal, label and
freeze immediately.

To Prepare for Serving: Without thaw-
ing, heat frozen chicken a la king in the
top of a double boiler, about 30 minutes
for 1 pint.

Storage Time: 3 months.

Baked beans require a long baking
period. The homemaker can save many
hours of preparation by preparing them
in quantity and freezing them for future
meals. They are a tasty, nutritious main
dish.



BAKED BEANS—25 portions, 1 cup ea.
2V4 qts. (4 lbs.) dry beans, Great

Northern or pea
4 qts. boiling water

34 lb. salt pork, sliced
YA tsp. red pepper

1 cup brown sugar, well packed
3 ^ tsps. powdered dry mustard

2 tbs. salt
1 cup chopped onion
1 cup molasses

Add beans to boiling water and boil
2 minutes. Remove from heat and soak in
the hot water 1 hour. Drain beans and
heat the drained liquid. Place beans in
bean pots or other covered baking dishes
with a slice of salt pork in the center
of each. Top with slices of salt pork.
Combine seasonings, onions, brown sugar,
and molasses and pour over beans. Add
hot bean liquid. Additional water may
be needed as the beans bake.

To Serve Immediately: Cover and bake
300°F. (slow oven) for 5 hours or until
the beans are tender.

It is just as easy to prepare enough
multi-purpose hamburger mix for five
meals as it is for one.

To Freeze: Bake the beans covered at
300°F. (slow oven) for 4 ^ hours or
until nearly done. Cool quickly. Place in
freezer containers, leaving head space.
Seal, label and freeze immediately.

To Prepare for Serving: Add 2 or 3
tbsps. water to the beans to keep them
from sticking before thawing begins. Re-
heat in a saucepan over low heat, stirring
frequently to prevent sticking; or reheat
in the top of a double boiler; or bake at
35O°F. (hot oven) until beans are heated
through, about 45 minutes for pints, 1
hour for quarts.

Storage Time: 6 months.

MULTIPURPOSE BARBECUED HAM-
BURGER MIX—10 cups (5 1-pint con-
tainers)

4 medium onions, chopped
3 cloves garlic, finely chopped
2 cups chopped celery tops

V4 cup fat
4 lbs. hamburger
4 tsps. salt

V2 tsp. pepper
3 tbsp. Worcestershire sauce
2 12-oz bottles catsup

Pan-fry the onion, garlic, and celery
in fat in a large kettle. Add hamburger
and stir and cook until all redness of the
meat disappears. Add salt, pepper, Wor-
cestershire sauce, and catsup. Simmer 20
minutes. Skim off excess fat.

To Freeze: Cool quickly. Spoon the
mixture into five 1-pint containers. Seal.
Label with name and date. Freeze at 0°F.
or lower. Do not stack until thoroughly
frozen.

To Thaw: Place container of the mix
in hot water or under running hot water
just long enough to allow mixture to
slip out of container.

NOTE: See Circular 259, Beef in the Fam-
ily Menu, for suggestions on how to use.
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ROASTED OR STEWED MEAT OR
POULTRY: Roasted or stewed beef,
ham, chicken and turkey freeze satis-
factorily. If you are preparing poultry
especially for the freezer, stewing is a
better method than roasting, as stewed
poultry does not become rancid as soon
as baked poultry. However, freezing is a
good way to save left-over roasted meats
of all kinds.

Freezing stewed chicken is a wonderful
time saver. Stew two or three hens or
a large turkey. Make creamed chicken of
some; freeze sliced and diced poultry for
dumplings, chicken salads or sandwiches.
Freeze broth in jars for later use. Farm
people with hens to store in freezer can
save space by cooking hens and remov-
ing bones before freezing.

To Freeze: Cool poultry as rapidly as
possible after cooking. Leave in large
pieces when possible. "Wrap large pieces
in moisture-vapor proof material. Freeze
dressing separately.

Cover small pieces of slices of cooked
meat or poultry with gravy, sauce or
broth to delay the meat's drying out and
becoming stale.

To Serve: Thaw meats frozen dry in
their original wrapper in refrigerator or
place under a fan. Reheat.

Reheat meat frozen in sauce or broth
in double boiler or in a heavy sauce pan
over low heat; or reheat in 350°F. oven
in covered casserole.

To reheat dressing, place the dressing,
before it is completely thawed, in greased
casserole. Add 2 to 4 tablespoons water,
cover and heat in 35O°F. oven for 30
minutes to an hour, depending on quan-
tity of dressing. Do not thaw dressing at
room temperature and do not re-freeze.
It spoils rapidly.

Storage Time: three months.

STEWS AND SOUPS (with vege-
tables): Almost any type of meat stew
or soup can be frozen successfully. Most

vegetables in these combination dishes
freeze well if they aren't overcooked.
Frozen potatoes may not be the same
quality as fresh potatoes but they are ac-
ceptable if the food is not stored more
than three months.

To Freeze: When you cook your soup
or stew, remember that some vegetables
take longer cooking than others. Add veg-
etables that require longer cooking (like
carrots) before you add those that cook
quickly (like onions and potatoes). Re-
move stew or soup from heat before
vegetables are completely done. Set con-
tainer in ice water and cool as rapidly
as possible to stop cooking and avoid
growth of bacteria. Package in moisture-
vapor proof rigid containers (leaving
head space) and freeze immediately.

To Serve: Heat stew or soup in heavy
sauce pan over low heat just until it
comes to a boil. Serve hot. If your vege-
tables are mushy, it is because you over-
cooked them either before or after freez-
ing.

Storage Time: 3 months.

Sandwiches and
Fillings

Most kinds of sandwiches, when prop-
erly packaged, freeze satisfactorily. There
are several advantages in preparing sand-
wiches in large quantities by "assembly
line" methods. You can make a two
weeks' supply of sandwiches for packed
lunches at once, in much less time per
sandwich than when you make one day's
supply at a time. Frozen sandwiches are
a good way to use left-over roast, chicken
and the like. Also, much last-minute pre-
paration for teas, buffet meals, and pic-
nics can be saved by preparing and freez-
ing sandwiches in advance.

Sandwich fillings may be made in large
quantity and frozen in small containers
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Sandwiches are one of the most
versatile foods you can freeze, whe-
ther it is for the children, the man of
the house, or to use in an emergency.

A freezer is a real friend when it
comes to entertaining. Ribbon, open-
faced, and fancy sandwiches can be
made a week in advance.

for later use. Fillings take less space in
the freezer than the sandwiches, though
the frozen sandwich saves last minute
preparation for lunch boxes and picnics.

Sandwich Fillings Suitable for Freezing:
1. Cheddar cheese or cream cheese.

(See discussion of frozen cheese
texture, page 15.)

2. Sliced or ground meat.
3. Sliced or ground poultry.
4. Fish.
5. Cooked egg yolk.
6. Peanut butter.
7. Nut pastes.
8. Olives and pickles.

Fillings Not Suitable for Freezing:
1. Those that contain raw vegetables

that lose their appetizing crispness
and flavor (lettuce, carrots, toma-
toes, etc.).

2. Those that contain the whites of
hard cooked eggs which are likely
to become tough on freezer storage.

3. Fruit jellies, mayonnaise and salad
dressing. These are likely to soak
into the bread and make the sand-
wiches soggy.

To Prepare and Freeze:
Prepare filling and assemble all needed

ingredients and equipment. Use day old
bread.

Spread inside of each piece of bread
from edge to edge with softened butter
or margarine. This helps to keep bread
from absorbing moisture from filling. Fill
sandwiches.

Regular Sandwiches—Wrap as they
will be used (one or two to a package)
in moisture-vapor proof material. Seal
and label with kind of filling and date.
Freeze immediately. Place in box to pre-
vent crushing.

Open-Faced Sandwiches—Freeze be-
fore wrapping on cookie sheets. Pack
quickly in rectangular boxes, with two
pieces of freezer paper between each
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layer. Wrap box in moisture-vapor proof
material, seal and label with date and
kind of sandwiches.

Fillings—Prepare fillings from favorite
recipe with changes to adapt for freezing,
or use one in this circular. Spoon into
small jars or moisture-vapor proof con-
tainers, leaving head space. Freeze.

Thawing
Regular Sandwiches—Thaw in original

sealed wrappings. A package of two
sandwiches will thaw at room tempera-
ture in from 3 to 3V^ hours; therefore,
frozen sandwiches packed in a lunch will
be thawed by lunch time.

Open-Faced Sandwiches—Open pack-
age and thaw on serving plate. Tea-size
sandwiches will thaw in 10 to 15 min-
utes. Thawing time and collection of
moisture on sandwiches may be reduced
by placing the sandwiches in front of a
fan. Serve sandwiches immediately after
thawing.

Fillings—Thaw overnight in refriger-
ator. Use as you would fresh fillings. Use
immediately after thawing.

Storage Time:
Sandwiches—3 to 4 weeks.
Fillings—three months.

Pimiento Cheese Spread. Grate two
pounds of cheese (8 cups grated) and
mix with 1 cup chopped pimiento. Add
\V2 to 2 cups milk and Vi cup vinegar
gradually while mixing with wooden
spoon or electric mixer. Mix until creamy.
Makes enough spread for 36 sandwiches.

Sliced Meats. Slice cooked meats and
poultry, cover with broth and freeze for
sandwiches.

Breads
Quick Breads

Use a standard recipe. Biscuits and
muffins are better frozen unbaked, though
they have a short storage time. Corn-
bread, bran muffins and nut breads are
better when baked before freezing.

Biscuits

To Freeze Unbaked Biscuits: Use a
double acting baking powder. Roll, cut
and arrange on freezer paper on a baking
sheet. Freeze immediately. When biscuits
are frozen hard, pack in moisture-vapor

Try These Filling Recipes

Meat Spread. Grind leftover cooked
meat (smoked ham, roast chicken, beef,
lamb, or pork) and add just enough salad
dressing to spread. Chopped pickle, stuf-
fed olives, pimiento or relish may be
added for seasoning.

Peanut Butter Spread. Add enough
honey or marmalade to peanut butter so
that it spreads easily.

Dried-Beef and Cheese Spread. Chop
or grind about 6 slices of dried beef and
combine them with a 3-ounce package
of cream cheese, 1 teaspoon grated horse-
radish and a few grains of pepper.

Quick loaf breads can be frozen
easily and kept for several months.
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proof container, placing two layers of
freezer paper between each layer of bis-
cuits. Label, seal, and return to freezer.

To Serve: Biscuits may be baked
thawed or unthawed, though they rise
more evenly if thawed before baking.
Thaw biscuits at room temperature for
30 to 45 minutes. Bake thawed biscuits
12 to 15 minutes at 425°F. Bake un-
thawed biscuits for 15 minutes at 300 °F.,
increase temperature to 425°F. and bake
10 to 15 minutes longer.

Storage Time: No longer than 1 month.

To Freeze Baked Biscuits: Prepare and
bake as usual. Wrap biscuits in foil or
other material in which they can be
heated. Label and freeze immediately.

To Serve: Thaw in wrapper in slow
oven (25O°F.) for 20 minutes. Frozen
baked biscuits may also be split and
toasted.

Storage Time: 3 months.

Muffins

To Freeze Unbaked Muffins: Prepare
by standard recipe using double acting
baking powder. Fill paper baking cups

Frozen waffles come in handy as a
breakfast bread, a base for a creamed
meat, or for a special dessert.

two-thirds full of batter. Freeze before
wrapping on baking sheet. After freezing
in paper cups, package immediately in
moisture-vapor proof material. Label, seal
and return to freezer.

To Serve: Thaw at room temperature
for one hour. Bake as you would fresh
muffins.

Storage Time: No longer than 1 month.
To Freeze Baked Muffins: Prepare and

bake as usual. Cool immediately and
package in moisture-vapor proof ma-
terial. Label and freeze. Place in card-
board boxes to avoid crushing in freezer.

To Serve: Thaw in package at room
temperature for one hour. Reheat at 250°
F. for 20 to 25 minutes.

Storage Time: 3 months.
Bake some of your easy quick bread

recipes and store in the freezer. Most
quick breads freeze well using the meth-
ods listed below.

Waffles and Pancakes

Waffles may be baked, frozen and then
reheated in the toaster for serving. How-
ever, they may have a warmed over taste.

Waffle or pancake batter may be frozen
in rigid containers successfully if it is
not held over a week. Double-acting
baking powder should be used. Freezing
of batter is a convenience for small fam-
ilies who do not use a full recipe of
waffle or pancake batter at one time.

To Freeze: Remove the portion of the
batter to be frozen as soon as it is made
up. Place in rigid moisture-vapor proof
container, label and freeze immediately.

To Prepare for Serving: Allow batter
to thaw. Add milk to thin if necessary.
Bake in waffle iron or on grill as you
would freshly made batter. (Frozen bat-
ter may be placed in refrigerator just
before going to bed at night. It will thaw
overnight and be ready for baking the
next morning.)

Storage Time: 1 week.
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Bran Muffins, Cornbread,
Fruit and Nut Bread

To Freeze: Bake, cool and wrap in
moisture-vapor proof material; label and
freeze.

To Serve: Thaw in original wrapping
at room temperature or in a 250° to
300°F. oven.

Storage Time: 3 months.

Yeast Breads

It is usually best to bake yeast breads
before freezing, though it is possible to
make high quality bread from frozen
dough, if the dough is not shaped before
freezing.

Unbaked rolls and yeast bread frozen
as dough may appeal to the homemaker
because she can save time and still have
the tantalizing odor of baking rolls at
serving time. However, frozen dough
often fails. The yeast may be inactivated
if dough is kept too long in freezer stor-
age. Other causes of poor quality in
frozen yeast doughs are: poor dough to
begin with, too little yeast, poor pack-
aging, too much time between prepara-
tion and freezing, too high a storage tem-
perature and poor thawing and rising
conditions.

To Freeze Dough: Use standard recipe.
After first rising, divide dough into meal
size batches and flatten each batch to 1
inch thickness. Grease all surfaces and
freeze immediately on greased baking
sheet.

Wrap frozen dough in moisture-vapor
proof material. Label and store in freezer.

To Prepare for Serving: Thaw, before
unwrapping, in a warm moist place
(takes 11/2 to 2 hours). Remove wrap-
ping and shape into rolls or bread and
allow to rise until it doubles its bulk.
Bake as you would fresh dough.

It is more fun to make several yeast
breads at one time and then shape
and bake them to store in the freezer
for future use.

Storage Time: Not over 2 months.

NOTE: For more information see Cir-
cular 262, Yeast Breads Are Easy To
Make.

Pies
Fruit pies, vegetable pies (pumpkin,

squash and sweet potato), chiffon and
mince pies freeze well. Custard pies do
not keep good quality in freezing. Freez-
ing of meringue topped cream pies by
home methods is not generally recom-
mended at present for two reasons, (1)
meringue toppings often shrink and
toughen and (2) cream fillings spoil
easily.

Fruit pies and berry pies may be frozen
baked or unbaked. Opinion is rather
evenly divided as to which method gives
best results. Both methods, when properly
used, give excellent results for most fruits.
(Raw apples may toughen in unbaked
frozen pies.) The method you choose
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This Chiffon Pie is just as light and
airy as it seems. You will discover it's
surprisingly easy to make and freeze.
The garnish is added after it comes
from the freezer.

will depend largely on whether you pre-
fer to spend more time in preparation
before or after freezing. More fuel is
probably used for pies baked before freez-
ing, since they must also be heated in the
oven after freezing.

Deep dish pies freeze well.

Preparation

Use standard recipes with these pre-
cautions:

1. Fruit and berry pies to be frozen
need extra thickening, as freezing draws
more moisture from the fruit. For 9-inch
berry pies, two tablespoons flour is usual-
ly adequate. Amount of thickening need-
ed for fruit pies depends on juciness of
fruit. Two or four tablespoons flour per
pie is usually adequate for fresh fruit.

2. Use fresh, quality spices. Poor spices
may develop off flavors.

3. If you use raw peaches or apples in
pies to be frozen before baking, they
need treatment to prevent darkening. Dip
sliced fruit in a solution of 1 tablespoon
ascorbic acid to 2 cups water or steam
slices for YVJ minutes, cool and drain.

4. Use only fresh shortening for crusts.
Vegetable shortenings do not become
rancid as quickly as animal fats.

5. Bake pumpkin, squash, and sweet
potato pies a little shorter time than you

would pies to serve immediately. Re-
move two crust pies from oven as soon
as they are light brown as they will brown
more when they are heated after freezing.

6. If your pie is to be frozen before
baking, be sure that ingredients are
thoroughly cool before placing in un-
baked shells.

7. Do not freeze lattice top pies. If
pies are to be frozen before baking, do
not prick or cut vents in upper crusts.

8. Make pies in plates or pans that
you will not need while pie is in the
freezer. Inexpensive pans may be pur-
chased especially for the freezer.

To Freeze Unbaked Pies: Do not prick
top crusts. Freeze pies before wrapping.
To speed freezing, place each pie in di-
rect contact with a metal freezing unit
until frozen hard. Wrap and seal pies for
freezing in any good moisture-vapor
proof material. If pies must be stacked
in the freezer, they may be placed in
cardboard cartons to prevent mashing.
Label each pie with kind and date of
freezing.

To Freeze Baked Pies: Bake only until
crust is light brown. Cool quickly. Turn a
fan on the pies to speed cooling. Freeze
and wrap like unbaked pies.

To Prepare for Serving:
Unbaked Pies: Unwrap pie and place

immediately in a pre-heated oven. After
pie has cooked about 5 minutes, cut
vents in top crust. Bake pies as follows:

Apple, cherry, peach—Bake at 400 °F.
for 1 hour.

Berry, mince—Bake at 400 °F. for 50
minutes.

Deep dish—Bake individual pies about
20 minutes at 450 °F.; bake large
pies 15 minutes at 450°F. then
about 30 minutes at 375 °F.

Baked Pies: Unwrap pie, place im-
mediately in pre-heated oven.

Fruit, berry, mince—Thaw in 375 °F.
oven for 20 to 30 minutes.
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Pumpkin—Thaw in 35O°F. oven for
15 to 20 minutes.

Storage Time:
Unbaked pastry—3 months.
Unbaked pies—2 months.
Baked pies—4 months.

There are several methods that can be
used for storing frozen pastry made from
your favorite recipe. One convenient way
is this: Roll pastry to size you will need
for later use. Cut a heavy piece of card-
board the size of the pastry and cover
cardboard with a layer of waxed paper.
Lay a flat rolled crust on the waxed
paper and cover with two pieces of waxed
paper, then another rolled crust. Several
crusts may be placed on each stack. Place
stack in large plastic bag and exclude as
much air as possible. Close with rubber
band or small clothespin. Label and freeze.

To Thaw: Remove one crust from plas-
tic bag, keeping a piece of waxed paper
above and below crust to keep moisture
from condensing on crust during thaw-
ing. Thaw at room temperature for 10 to
15 minutes and use as you would fresh
crust.

Cakes
Shortened cakes may be frozen either

after baking or as batter, but results of
frozen batter often are not satisfactory.
It is simpler to thaw baked cake than to
thaw and bake batter. Since the usual
reason for freezing cakes is to have them
ready for use on short notice, it is most
practical to bake them before freezing.

Angel cakes and sponge cakes should
always be baked before freezing. Baked
fruit cakes freeze well, and may even im-
prove in flavor during frozen storage.
When you make cakes to freeze, use only
top quality ingredients. Use pure vanilla

and fresh spices to avoid development of
off flavors. If cakes are to be held for
long in freezer storage, vegetable short-
enings are less likely to become rancid
than butter or lard.

Preparation, Wrapping and Freezing

Baked un-iced cakes: Prepare batter as
usual, using a favorite recipe.

Line the bottom of batter cake pans
with greased waxed paper. The cake is
likely to rise higher if sides of pans are
not greased. Bake according to recipe
directions. Cool baked cake thoroughly
on rack to prevent moisture from gather-
ing on crust.

Baked cakes can be frozen whole, in
halves, in quarters, or in individual pieces.
Since some frozen cakes tend to lose
freshness after thawing, you may find it
best to package cakes in amounts you

Your favorite recipe cake, made in
advance and frozen un-iced, can be a
real time saver.
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A 30 minute chilling period in the
freezer for iced cakes helps keep the
frosting in good condition.

will use at one time. Make sure that the
cake to be frozen is thoroughly cool; then
place on stiff cardboard for support. Wrap
un-iced cake in aluminum foil. Label and
freeze. (A layer of freezer paper between
foil and cake helps to keep foil from
sticking to cake. After cake is frozen,
place in cardboard carton to prevent
mashing in freezer.)

Iced cakes: Bake and cool cake. Ice
with any frosting that freezes well. Place
iced cakes in the freezer for at least 30
minutes time before you package them.
This pre-freezing keeps icing from stick-
ing to wrapping. Toothpicks stuck around
cake to keep wrapping away from cake
prevent sticking during thawing. After
pre-freezing, package as you would an
un-iced cake. Label and return to freezer.

Cake pieces: Wrap individual pieces
of cake (either iced or un-iced), freeze
and store in a box to prevent crushing.

Preparation For Serving

Baked un-iced cakes: Thaw all frozen
cakes before removing freezer wrapping.

Unfrosted cakes may be thawed in one
or two hours at room temperature, but
they taste fresher when heated. To thaw
in oven, place unfrosted cake in original
wrapping in oven (275° to 300°F.) for
10 to 15 minutes, depending on size.
(Loaf cakes take about 30 minutes.)
Cakes to be heated in oven should be
packaged in a heat resistant material such
as foil.

Frosted cakes: Thaw a frosted cake in
its original sealed package overnight in
the refrigerator. Keep frosted cakes in
refrigerator until serving time. Frozen
icings are usually not as glossy as freshly
made ones.

Cake pieces: Thaw individual pieces
in freezer wrapper at room temperature
for 30 minutes to an hour before serving.

Storage Time:
Baked shortened cakes—2 to 4 months.
Baked sponge cakes, chiffon cakes and

fruit cakes—1 year.

Ways to Serve Frozen Baked Cake:
Birthday Cake or Frosted Layer Cake:

Thaw 8 or 9-inch layer cakes while mak-
ing cooked frosting. Put frosting between

Your favorite recipe cake, or a
ready-mix cake, can be baked and
sliced—and each slice wrapped in alu-
minum foil. These unit-packaged slices
are then frozen for doling out as
needed for lunches. Small packets of
oven-fresh cookies, or slices of pie,
also can be kept fresh in this fashion.
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layers, then cover sides and top of cakes.
Frosting may be tinted with a few drops
of food coloring, to tie in the color scheme
of a party, or be coated generously on top
and sides with coconut.

Boston Cream Pie: Completely thaw
one layer of frozen baked cake. Split layer
with knife. Spread custard cream filling
between layers. Sift powdered or confec-
tioners' sugar on top or frost with choco-
late. To make cream filling, mix 5 table-
spoons flour, Yi cup sugar, Yi teaspoon
salt. Slowly stir in 2 cups hot milk. Cook
in double boiler 15 minutes. Mix a little
of the hot mixture with 2 slightly beaten
eggs and stir slowly into remaining hot
mixture. Cook 3 minutes longer. Add 1
teaspoon vanilla and cool. Makes 2l/$
cups filling.

Fruit Sauce Cake: Thaw a frozen baked
cake then cut into serving size pieces.
Serve fruit sauce such as lemon, raisin
or rhubarb sauce over squares.

Strawberry-An gel Shortcake: Remove
angel food cake, ice cream and strawber-
ries from freezer. Serve squares of angel
cake topped with ice cream and thawed
berries.

Frostings and Sauces

Uncooked powdered sugar frostings
keep best in frozen storage. The fat in
frostings helps to prevent crystal forma-
tion. Candy type frostings, such as fudge
and penuche, freeze satisfactorily if cake
is not to be kept more than a month.
After a month's storage, they become
brittle. Fruit and nut fillings freeze well.

Boiled frostings, seven minute frost-
ings and other soft frostings usually do
not hold up in frozen storage. Cream
fillings should not be frozen because they
spoil easily. It is best to add cream fillings
after cakes are thawed.

Leftover confectioner's sugar frosting
may be frozen in a rigid container and
saved for later use. It should be thawed

before removing lid. If it thickens in
storage, add a very little milk and stir.
Use as you would freshly made frosting.

CONFECTIONERS' SUGAR
FROSTING

2 cups confectioners' sugar
lA cup margarine
1 to 2 tbsps milk

Vi tsp. vanilla
V% tsp. salt

Cream sugar, salt and margarine to-
gether, adding enough milk to thin to
spreading consistency. Add vanilla and
spread on cake. Makes enough to cover
sides and top of two 8-mch layers. (To
make into chocolate icing, add 2 squares
melted unsweetened chocolate after milk
and sugar are thoroughly mixed.)

Cookies and Small Cakes

Freezing baked cookies and cookie
dough makes it easy to keep a variety on
hand at all times. Dough for both rolled
cookies and refrigerator cookies may be
frozen; however, more time is saved for
rolled cookies when they are baked before
freezing.

Baked cookies should be cooled on a
cooling rack and then placed in a firm
carton that has been lined with a freezer
paper. Then the container of cookies
should be sealed and wrapped in freezer
paper and sealed in the usual way.

Unbaked cookie dough can be frozen
in the bulk form used for other doughs.
This would be to carefully place the
dough in a container or on freezer paper
and then seal or drugstore wrap. If the
cookies are of the roll and slice type, the
dough can be frozen in the roll with
proper wrap of freezer paper for protec-
tion. The shaped raw cookies can be
stored in a rigid box with a piece of
freezer paper between each layer.

Fancy baked cookies that have been
filled or decorated should be placed on a
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There are dozens of delicious pastries, cookies, and small cakes which are
well suited to gatherings of any size and can be made well in advance and
frozen to have on hand for that special day.

cookie sheet in the freezer for 30-45 min-
utes to harden the surface before packing
into containers.

REFRIGERATOR COOKIES—
6 dozen cookies

2% cups sifted all-purpose flour
Vi tsp. soda

1 tsp. salt
1 cup shortening

i/2 cup granulated sugar
!/2 cup brown sugar
2 eggs

11/2 tsps. vanilla

Sift flour, soda and salt together. Cream
shortening, add sugars gradually, and
cream thoroughly. Add eggs one at a
time, beating thoroughly. Add vanilla

and mix well. Stir in dry ingredients.
Chill. Shape dough into rolls 2 inches in
diameter.

To Freeze Dough Before Baking: Wrap
roll of dough in aluminum foil and seal
tightly. Freeze immediately.

Another way to package dough: Store
rolls of dough in frozen fruit juice cans
from which both ends have been re-
moved. Tape ends of cans into place with
freezer tape for seal and freeze. When you
are ready to bake cookies, remove one
disk and use the other to push dough
through can. Cut off slices as needed.

To Prepare for Serving: Before baking,
thaw slightly (without unwrapping) in
refrigerator, unwrap and slice. Bake on
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an ungreased baking sheet in a moderately
hot oven (375°F.) for 8 to 10 minutes.

Storage Time: Baked cookies — 6
months.

Variations of Refrigerator Cookies: A
number of variations of the above basic
recipe are easily made.

Chocolate cookies—Blend 2 one-ounce
squares of melted unsweetened chocolate
into shortening mixture before adding
eggs.

Date-nut cookies—Add Yi cup finely
cut dates and Yi cup finely chopped nuts.

Nut cookies—Add Yl cup chopped
walnuts, pecans, coconut, or blanched
almonds.

Orange cookies — Add 1 tablespoon
grated orange rind (mixed into shorten-
ing mixture) and Yl cup chopped pecans
or blanched almonds.

Cooked Vegetables
And Fruits

It was once believed that freezing of
fruits and vegetables resulted in a mushy
product. However, later research has
shown that precooked frozen fruits and
vegetables may be prepared with the
desired degree of crispness if cooking
time is shortened before freezing to take
care of necessary heating time after
freezing.

Very little time is saved by freezing
some cooked vegetables; but those that
require long cooking or several processes
during preparation may be desirable for
freezing. Homemakers with small fami-
lies may like to freeze half-batches of
recipes and use the other half to serve
immediately. When this is done, the half
to be frozen should be removed before

cooking time is completed. Some foods
(candied sweet potatoes for one) are
better when prepared in large batches.
These foods are good choices for freezing
in family size servings.

You may want to experiment with your
vegetable recipes to work out the best
way to prepare and freeze. The following
recipes give good quality for freezing:

CANDIED SWEET POTATOES—
12 servings

12 medium sized sweet potatoes
1 cup brown sugar

YYi cups water
2 tsps. salt
2 tsps. lemon juice
1 cup margarine

Steam sweet potatoes until peelings
will slip, or peel uncooked. Slice cross-
wise pieces of i/i-mch thickness. Place in
layers in large baking dish. Cook sugar,
water, salt and lemon juice together for
about 5 minutes. (2 tsps. cinnamon may
be added if desired.) Melt margarine in

Cooked vegetables can be frozen
and stored in the freezer for short
periods.
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syrup and pour over potatoes. Cover and
bake in 375 °F. oven for 1J/2 hours or
until potatoes are clear or transparent.
Quality of product is improved by spoon-
ing syrup over the top of potatoes two
or three times during baking period.

To Freeze: Divide potatoes into meal
size batches. Place in baking dishes or
foil pans that can go directly from freezer
into oven. Cover with syrup from pota-
toes. Wrap in foil or seal in plastic bag.
Label and freeze immediately.

To Serve: Remove wrapping and place
pan of frozen potatoes in 35O°F. oven.
Spoon syrup over potatoes occasionally
during baking. 30 to 45 minutes will be
required for thawing, depending on size
of pan.

Storage Time: 3 months.

BAKED APPLES

Choose a variety of apples that bakes
well. Winesaps, Rome Beauties, Jona-
thans and Ben Davis varieties are good
bakers.

These tricks help apples keep shape
during baking: When you remove the
core, do not cut all the way through the
apple. The bottom section, when left
intact, keeps the flavorful juices in the
apple where they belong. To keep shrink-
age of peel to a minimum, remove about
half an inch of peel all around the top
of the apple; then cut just through the
peel all around the fruit, half way be-
tween stem and blossom end.

Place butter and brown sugar (if de-
sired) in center of apple. Place apples in
open pan and do not add water.

To Serve Immediately: Bake apples 25
to 30 minutes in 400°F. oven.

To Freeze: Bake as for serving imme-
diately. Cool quickly by placing under a
fan or setting baking pan in ice. Package
in meal-size batches in small foil pans or
baking dishes. Overwrap with foil or seal
in plastic bags. Label and freeze imme-
diately.

To Serve: Heat in 300°F. oven for 15
to 20 minutes, only until apples are
heated through.

Storage Time: 1 to 3 months.

Salads and Relishes
The most satisfactory frozen salad is

the type that is commonly frozen in the
ice trays in the refrigerator. Frozen salads
that have as a base cream cheese, cottage
cheese, or whipped cream freeze well.
Mayonnaise and salad dressing tend to
separate in freezing. They will freeze with
more success if mixed with such foods
as cream cheese or whipped cream.

It was once thought that gelatin base
salads did not freeze well, but home econ-
omists at an experiment station have
recently developed a method for freezing
gelatin salad. (See Molded Meat Salad,
p. 29.) Because gelatin dishes tend to
get watery after freezing and thawing,
they improved the quality of the frozen
salad by decreasing the proportion of

Beautiful salads take time to make.
So, to assure yourself of having just
the right salad for the occasion, make
them in advance and freeze them.
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water used in making their salad. They
used about one-fourth less liquid than is
called for in the usual congealed salad
recipe. Not only were their salads of good
consistency when thawed, but diced celery
in tomato aspic and molded chicken salad
stayed crisp. If you have a favorite gelatin
salad that you would like to freeze, you
might try the same procedure with your
recipe.

Combinations of fresh fruits may be
frozen without salad dressings; then they
can be partially thawed and mixed with
salad dressing at serving time with satis-
factory results. If you use fruits that tend
to darken, combine them with some citrus
fruits to prevent their darkening. Do not
freeze raw grapes or raw apples because
they become flabby. Do not add mayon-
naise and cooked dressings until you are
ready to serve frozen fruit salads. Omit
nuts and add them at serving time.

Meats and poultry may be cooked and
frozen when plentiful, then thawed and
mixed with other ingredients at serving
time.

Few vegetable salads are suitable for
freezing; egg salads are not satisfactory
because the whites become tough in
freezing.

FROZEN MINT-PINEAPPLE SALAD—
10-12 servings

1 can (20 oz.) crushed pineapple
1 cup white pitted cherries
1 cup miniature marshmallows

Yi cup salad dressing
2 tbsps. lemon juice

Ys tsp. peppermint extract
1 cup whipping cream, whipped

Few drops green food coloring
YA cup chopped green maraschino

cherries

Thoroughly drain pineapple and cher-
ries. Combine pineapple, cherries, and
marshmallows. Beat mayonnaise, lemon
juice, and mint extract into whipped
cream. Tint light green with food color-
ing. Fold in fruit mixture. Arrange green

maraschino cherries on bottom of oiled
9- by 5-inch loaf pan. Carefully pour in
salad. Freeze until firm. Wrap for storage.
Slice salad as needed and serve on crisp
salad greens. Keep remaining salad pack-
aged and frozen.

Storage Time; 1-3 months.

FROZEN FRUIT SALAD

2 (3 oz.j cakes Cream Cheese
% cup salad dressing (not mayon-

naise)
1 No. 2 can crushed pineapple

(drained)
1 No. 2 can fruit cocktail (drained)

Preparation and Wrapping: Use above
ingredients or one of your favorite recipes
adapted to freezing, above. Blend dress-
ing with cream cheese, add fruits, mix
and freeze. Salads may be frozen in one
of the following ways: (1) Freeze in
blocks and wrap in moisture-vapor proof
material; cut into serving size pieces when
you remove from the freezer or (2)
Freeze in ice cubes or individual molds.
Store in molds or remove by thawing out-
side edges. Wrap in moisture-vapor proof
material or store in rigid containers with
two pieces of paper between each layer of
salad to prevent sticking.

To Serve: Serve frozen fruit salads as
they come from the freezer or allow to
mellow for about an hour in the refrig-
erator before serving.

Storage Time: 3 months.

MOLDED MEAT SALAD

1 can condensed cream soup
1 envelope (1 tbsp.) unflavored

gelatin
YA cup water
2 cups diced meat (ham, beef or

pork roast, or poultry)
1 cup diced celery

Yi cup salad dressing (not mayon-
naise)

Soak gelatin in cold water. Add heated
condensed soup. Stir until thoroughly
mixed; then add other ingredients. Mix,
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pour into mold and chill in refrigerator
until firm before freezing.

To Freeze: Wrap mold in moisture-
vapor proof material, label, and freeze.

To Thaw: Place in refrigerator over-
night. Thawing at room temperature is
not advised.

Storage Time: Do not keep longer
than two weeks.

TUNA SALAD or TUNA FISH
SANDWICHES—4 servings

Though commercial mayonnaise and
homemade salad dressing do not freeze
well, it has recently been found that com-
mercial salad dressing can be used nicely
in preparing frozen meat and fish salads.
The secret is to add a little more than
normal. So why not try this easier-than-
ever frozen tuna fish salad.

2 7-oz. cans tuna
Dash pepper

1 tbsp. prepared mustard
VA cup pickle relish
YA cup commercial salad dressing

Combine all ingredients and blend.
Divide mixture into 4 custard cups for

individually molded salads. Wrap in mois-
ture-vapor proof material and freeze.

To Serve: Thaw and unmold onto salad
greens.

This mixture can also be used in sand-
wiches.

Storage Time: 6 weeks.

Other Foods

Ice cream, especially homemade ice
cream, is America's favorite dessert.
Make it often and serve it with confi-
dence. It is a nutritious food.

ICE CREAM (Cooked Custard) —
Enough for a 1 gallon freezer

1 qt. milk
2 cups sugar

Vs tsp. salt
lA cup cornstarch or
!/2 cup flour
4 egg yolks
4 egg whites
2 cans evaporated milk
1 pint cold milk
1 tsp. vanilla

Heat one quart of milk in a large heavy
pan. Mix together sugar, salt and corn-
starch or flour. Add sugar mixture to hot
milk. Stir until sugar mixture dissolves.

Beat egg yolks in bowl. Pour about a
cup of the hot milk mixture gradually
into egg yolks, beating the yolks as you
add the hot milk. Add this diluted yolk
mixture to hot milk. Bring the custard
to a boil and remove from heat.

Add vanilla and two cans evaporated
milk (or 1 can evaporated milk and one
pint of half-and-half) to hot custard. Cool
custard. Beat egg whites and fold into
custard. Pour into gallon ice cream freez-
er can, and add about a pint of cold milk
(enough to make the can % full). The
remainder of space in the can is needed
for expansion. Freeze in crank-type or
electric ice cream freezer and serve or
store in home freezer for later use.
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To Prepare for Freezer Storage: Pack
frozen ice cream in rigid containers. If
plastic containers are used, be sure top is
as wide as bottom for easy removal. Leave
about one-half inch headspace for quart
containers. Place waxed paper or cello-
phane on top surface of ice cream to
avoid drying out. Seal and place in con-
tact with freezing surface of home freezer.

To Serve: Remove ice cream from
freezer to refrigerator for 30 minutes to
an hour (depending on size of container)
to mellow up. Hard frozen ice cream has
less taste than mellowed ice cream.

Storage Ttme: Not over three months
for homemade or commercially made ice
cream.

WHIPPED CREAM
To Prepare and Freeze: Whip and

sweeten heavy cream. Drop by spoonfuls
on cookie sheet. Freeze. When frozen,
package in plastic bags or rigid containers
in family size amounts. Place 2 pieces of
waxed paper between layers of frozen
cream to prevent sticking. Label and re-
turn to freezer.

To Serve: Use to garnish individual
desserts. To use, remove from freezer and
place on dessert. The garnish will thaw
in 5 to 10 minutes.

Storage Time: No longer than 3 months.

NUTS AND CANDIES
Nut meats of any variety may be packed

tightly in moisture-vapor proof cartons,
cans or jars and kept successfully in
freezer storage for 12 months. Salted nuts
of high quality may also be frozen and
kept for 3 months. To prevent absorption
of moisture during thawing, thaw in con-
tainers in which they are frozen.

Fresh coconuts may be shredded and
kept in freezer storage ready for use. One
cocnut yields about 2 cups of grated coco-
nut tightly packed. The coconut may be
packed plain or mixed with sugar (1
part sugar to 10 parts coconut). Press
the coconut down and cover with coconut

milk. Pack in rigid container. Leave Vi
inch head space. Freeze. Thaw in pack-
age. Use within 3 months.

Most candies keep good quality in
freezer storage for 3 to 6 months. Pack-
age them in moisture-vapor proof rigid
containers, placing two layers of waxed
paper between each layer of candy. Thaw
them in their unopened container at room
temperature.

BUTTER

Freeze fresh, thoroughly washed butter
made from high quality cream with no
off flavors. Wrap in moisture-vapor proof
material even if previously wrapped in
parchment paper. Pasteurize the cream
if the butter is to be stored from four to
six months. Salt pasteurized butter. But-
ter made from cream which has not been
pasteurized turns rancid or acquires off
flavors in two or three months.

EGGS

Frozen eggs will keep in good condi-
tion from 9 to 12 months. Freeze fresh,
clean, chilled Qggs. Freeze in quantities in
which eggs are likely to be used at one
time. Eggs are broken out of the shell
for freezing.

Add sugar, salt or syrup in proportions
given below according to the kind of
recipe in which the eggs are likely to be
used. For example, add salt to eggs for
scrambling, sugar or syrup to those to be
used in desserts.

Whole eggs—Break eggs into bowl;
stir with a fork enough to break yolks
and mix them well with the whites. Do
not beat. Strain through a fine sieve. To
one cup whole eggs (about 5 medium
size eggs) add one of the following:

Y> tablespoon sugar
Yz tablespoon corn syrup
1/2 teaspoon salt

Egg yolks—Separate eggs. Stir yolks
with a fork to break them. Strain through
a fine sieve. To one cup of egg yolks
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(about 16 eggs) add one of the follow-
ing:

1 tablespoon sugar
1 tablespoon corn syrup

V2 teaspoon salt

Egg whites—Strain through a sieve.
Freeze without stirring, and do not add
anything. Package and freeze immediately.

Thawing: Place containers in cold run-
ning water, in refrigerator or thaw at
room temperature. Mix contents of pack-
age thoroughly before using. Plan to use
thawed eggs within 24 hours. Do not
refreeze.

Table for Correct Measurement:
1 tablespoon yolk is equal to 1 egg

yolk
2 tablespoons whites are equal to 1

egg white
3 tablespoons yolks and whites are

equal to 1 whole egg

Freezing TV Dinner At Home

Frozen plate meals have many advan-
tages. Since the amount of food is small,

-SK.SV

TV Dinners can be made at home
or purchased. They can take care of
many emergencies of food for the
family.

it will cool, freeze, and thaw quickly.
If you are going to be away during meal
time you can rest assured that your family
is getting a good meal—and with a mini-
mum of mess and bother to greet you
when you get home. It's a wonderful way
to preserve leftovers — usually when
enough food is left over to serve only
one or two persons it falls by the wayside.
If you package it up now in two frozen
plate meals, it will look mighty good on
a busy day. It's good for large amounts
of leftovers, too. What a wonderful way
to preserve a delicious turkey dinner for
future eating instead of cramming it
down day after day until it's eaten. Be-
sides, think of the fun you and your
family will have eating them!

Don't fill your whole freezer with frozen
plate meals. You need your freezer to
store meat, fruits, and vegetables. The
plate meals take more space than storing
in large quantity, but for days when Mom
is out on the town, when guests "drop
in," and for busy harvest days, there's
nothing like them for saving time, energy,
and food value!

Planning Freezer Meals

Choose a menu with a variety of colors,
shapes, textures, and flavors. Make sure
that all the foods are of excellent quality.
Freezing does not improve flavor and
quality, but it will retain every bit of the
fine quality that is already there.

Keep in mind that you will want each
of the foods on the plate to be ready for
serving at the same time. Therefore the
food items you choose should have about
the same reheating time.

Be sure when you freeze precooked
meals that all the food in the meal can be
stored safely for the same length of time.
If one food is more perishable than the
others, then use the meal within the safe
storage limit of that particular food.

Plan to use the oldest meals first. Do
not freeze so many meals at one time that
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it hoards freezer space or that you have a
hard time using them up.

Foods suitable for frozen plate meals:
Meats: Meat used in frozen plate meals

should not be overcooked. It should be
cooked until tender but still firm. Reheat-
ing of the meal further cooks it. A thor-
oughly cooked product will be overcooked
after heating. A meat which tends to dry
out can be kept moist by using a gravy
or sauce. Storage time for foods with
gravies is about 2 to 4 weeks.

Sauces: Sauces or gravies used on left-
over meats helps preserve the moisture
in the food. If you have trouble with the
gravy separating try using a small propor-
tion of fat. Fruit sauces may be used
successfully such as raisin sauce, pine-
apple sauce, and so forth.

Vegetables: Frozen vegetables are par-
tially cooked during blanching. You can
use these vegetables in their frozen state
as they will be completely cooked at the
end of the heating period. Just put a
small pat of butter on top of the frozen
vegetable as you prepare it for freezing.
Vegetables which have been cooked and
are left over after a meal may also be
used in a frozen plate meal. These vege-
tables may not have quite the excellent
texture of a freshly cooked vegetable—
but the difference is not great.

Bread or Rolls: Hot bread may be
cooled, wrapped separately in foil and
put on the plate to be frozen and re-
heated.

Typical meal combinations you may
enjoy:

1. Swiss steak, french fried potatoes,
peas.

2. Beef stew, hot bread, asparagus.
3. Meatloaf, candied sweet potatoes,

spinach.
4. Corned beef hash patties, home fried

potatoes, string beans.
5. Ham steak, candied sweet potatoes,

carrots.

6. Breaded veal cutlet, mashed pota-
toes, carrots.

7. Turkey and dressing, giblet gravy,
mashed sweet potatoes, peas.

8. Pot roast with brown potatoes and
gravy, corn, peas.

9. Fried chicken, mixed vegetables,
mashed potatoes, gravy.

10. Ham croquettes, stuffed baked
potatoes, broccoli.

Preparation of the plate meal for freez-
ing:

Types of plates which can be used.
1. Commercial TV meal plates. If you

have any, don't throw them away—they
are excellent and can be used over and
over. Their rectangular shape is a space
saver, they are divided to prevent foods
running together. They are shallow to
eliminate as much air space as possible.

2. A divided paper plate can be cov-
ered with foil for a more moisture proof,
heat proof plate.

3. A disposable aluminum pie tin can
be used. Make dividers of your own from
old waxed freezer cartons. These heat
faster than the covered paper plates.

Points to remember when freezing pre-
pared food:

1. Cool food quickly, and completely,
before packaging.

2. Package in moisture-vapor proof
paper as soon as cool, to preserve fresh-
ness.

3. Package in correct serving amounts.
4. One thing to be careful of when

packaging your own frozen plate meals
is that it is difficult to exclude air when
packaging. There is quite a bit of surface
area and the food dries out quickly and
loses flavor unless the packaging is snug.

5. Be sure all products are sealed care-
fully to prevent frying and absorbing
other flavors.

6. Store only for short periods (1-2
months).

Use the same precautions as you do
for freezing any foods; that is, pack food
snugly to keep out air. Some foods you
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